Anatomy Test (Quick Study Guides-Academic)
Synopsis

Test yourself on over 1,400 anatomical identifications. This 6-page guide is loaded with beautifully illustrated diagrams with blank labels for a true test of your knowledge. The Anatomy Test guide is a companion to our Anatomy guide which contains all the illustrations identified with the body parts name. PLEASE NOTE: You must purchase the Anatomy guide to receive the answers to the Anatomy Test guide. Illustrations by award-winning medical illustrator Vincent Perez. Includes detailed blank-labeled diagrams of: â¢ skeletal system, vertebral column & bone structure  â¢ skull, vertebrae & nerve structure  â¢ lymphatic network, respiratory system & nervous system  â¢ endocrine system, digestive system & viscera  â¢ colon & urinary system  â¢ male reproductive system & female reproductive system  â¢ circulatory system & blood circuits  â¢ posterior heart, anterior heart, circulation, nerves & arteries  â¢ muscles, deep muscles & muscles of the head  â¢ brain (sagittal section) & surface brain  â¢ brachial & sacral plexus  â¢ hip ligaments  â¢ components of the finger  â¢ hip & sciatic nerve  â¢ knee ligaments, front & back  â¢ head: eye, ear, nose & mouth  â¢ skin  â¢ ear interior  â¢ anatomy of the hand  â¢ foot
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Customer Reviews

My anatomy professor suggested these for study tools and sure enough my grades went from C’s to A’s! Highly recommended for anyone trying to get better grades! Also you can write on them with dry erase markers!
Used this in college. Its just great. I have several different charts, and I would buy them again--I probably will when they update them. It just snaps into a 3 ring binder, and I dont worry about something getting spilled on it. It was nice testing myself to see if I could get the right answers.

The illustrations were very realistic and impressive. The diagrams were easy to read, indicating very clearly what words and names were describing what parts and pictures. Very good! =)
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